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Abstract: In this paper, we present a laser triangulation sensor to measure the distance between the sensor and 1

an object without contact using a diffraction slit rather than a traditional lens. We show that by replacing the lens 2

by a slit, we can exploit the resulting diffraction pattern to have finer, and yet simpler, image analysis yielding a 3

better estimation for the distance to the object. To test our hypotheses, we build a precision position table, a laser 4

triangulation sensor, and generated large data sets to test different estimation algorithms on various materials, 5

comparing data acquisition using a traditional lens and using a slit. We show that the position estimation from 6

using a slit is both more precise and more accurate than comparable methods using a lens. 7

Keywords: laser; laser triangulation sensor; diffraction pattern; optical aberrations; image sensor; range sensing; 8

image analysis. 9

1. Introduction 10

In many different applications, we are interested in measuring the distance between an object 11

and a sensor without direct physical contact. When great distances are involved, the preferred 12

approach is to use time-of-flight methods, in which a laser pulse is emitted and the time taken for the 13

reflection to come back to the sensor is measured [1–4]. These time-of-flight sensors were pioneered 14

in satellites [5], and are now often used in airborne exploration of regions covered in dense vegetation 15

or otherwise inaccessible (for e.g. [6]). The accuracy of time-of-flight sensors is typically in the 16

order of a few centimeters [7]. Acquiring distances with centimeter precision from time-of-flight 17

sensors requires timing accuracies well under nanoseconds, as light travels 29.9792458 cm in one 18

nanosecond. However, when time-of-flight is aided by other techniques, such as phase shift detection, 19

accuracies in the order of 25 µm can be achieved [1, Table 5], but requires even more sophisticated, 20

and therefore presumably even more expensive, hardware. 21

Laser triangulation sensors are commonly used when the distances considered between the 22

sensor and the objects of interest are in the order of a few tens of centimeters or up to a few meters. 23

Many of these sensors have accuracies in the order of micrometers [8–14]. Laser triangulation sensors 24

are easier and less expensive to build than time-of-flight sensors, but they rely on image analysis 25

algorithms to achieve precision rather than precision timing hardware. 26

In a laser triangulation sensor, a laser beam and the optical axis of a photosensitive sensor are 27

placed at an angle, as schematized in fig. 1. In many applications, it is desirable to have the laser 28

beam perpendicular to the sensor’s casing, which leaves the optical assembly to be placed with a 29

certain angle, chosen so that the optical axis (or loosely, the center of the field of view) corresponds 30

to the center of the useful range of the sensor. As the laser beam reaches the object, it is reflected, 31

and its reflection is projected against the photosensitive sensor through a lens or some other optical 32

assembly. Here, we make the simplifying assumption that the laser beam and the optical axis lie in 33

the same plane, and that this plane corresponds to one of the photosensitive sensor’s axes, which 34

will ensure that the reflected laser spot is seen as moving only along that axis—horizontally in our 35

case—across the sensor. We can then estimate the angle of projection 𝛼, using the focal length 𝑓 of 36
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Figure 1. Laser range finding using triangulation.

the lens (or its equivalent), and the center of the projection 𝑥—the problem is therefore to obtain an 37

accurate estimation for 𝑥, the center of the projection. Knowing the angle 𝛼, the distance 𝑏 between 38

the laser source and the center of the optical assembly, and the angle 𝑢 of the assembly relative to the 39

casing, we can determine the angle 𝑢− 𝛼, and therefore the distance 𝑑 of the target relative to the 40

sensor. 41

The angle 𝛼 of the projection in the optical assembly is given by

𝛼 = tan−1
(

𝑥
𝑓

)

,

and the distance 𝑑 is found to be 42

𝑑 = 𝑑0 + 𝑏 tan(𝑢− 𝛼)

= 𝑑0 + 𝑏 tan
(

𝑢− tan−1
(

𝑥
𝑓

))

,
(1)

where 𝑑0 is an additional offset taking into account the sensor casing thickness and other assembly 43

variations. A first calibration procedure would be performed at the moment of assembly, and likely 44

periodically over the sensor’s lifetime in order to compensate for any mechanical changes due to 45

temperature, vibrations, or other mishaps—none of which were tested for this proof-of-concept. 46
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(a) Pincushion. (b) Barrel. (c) Mustache.
Figure 2. Typical optical distortions.

The preferred embodiment for the optical sensor in a laser triangulation system consists in a 47

lens that focuses the image of the reflected laser onto a light-sensitive sensor, typically a CMOS or 48

CCD image sensor [15–17]. 49

However, as shown in fig. 1, the optical axis intersects the laser at an angle, which means 50

that the focal plane of the lens, perpendicular to the optical axis, only provides a narrow region 51

where the reflection of the laser is in good focus, as the lens will usually have a limited depth of 52

field. To mitigate this problem, it was proposed to use so-called tilt-shift lenses to rotate the image 53

plane in order to have the laser line entirely lying in the focal plane, according to the Scheimpflug 54

principle [11,18]. Traditional SLR and other fixed-sensors cameras require specialty tilt-shift lenses; 55

but in a laser triangulation sensor, we are free to change the angle of the image sensor within the 56

device, independently from the optical axis. 57

Even if we suppose that we are able to use a tilt-shift lens or change the angle of the sensor 58

to have the desired image plane, we are still bound to the limitation of the lens. Indeed, lenses are 59

subject to a number of optical aberrations. If the lens is spherical, it will show what is called spherical 60

aberration where different regions of the lens will have different focal points, resulting in a “soft”, 61

or diffuse, focus. If the lens have different horizontal and vertical curvatures, it will suffer from 62

astigmatism, resulting in images clearer in one direction than the other. The lens may exhibit coma 63

aberration, where parallel rays entering the lens at an angle will have different focal points resulting 64

in a comet-like projection of points—thus the name. The lens can also show a number of other 65

geometric distortions such as pincushion, barrel, or a combination of both, termed “mustache”, as 66

shown in fig. 2, which warps the projected image and therefore introduces imprecision. Additionally, 67

all lenses are subject to chromatic aberration where rays of different wavelengths are refracted with 68

different angles, resulting in images with a rainbow effect radial to the center of projection, typically 69

with red fringes towards the edge of image and blue fringes towards the center. However, chromatic 70

aberration can be safely ignored since we will use a monochromatic light source, a laser. 71

Although not technically an aberration, lens flare, mostly internal reflection, where light bounces 72

around off the sensor and other optical elements, will typically produce one or several localized 73

rings or circles of light in the image, and, if sufficiently intense, can even cause diffuse internal 74

illumination, known as glare, that will “wash out” the whole image. This problem can be limited, but 75

not completely eliminated, using special anti-reflective coatings on the lens elements. Lens flare will 76

prove problematic in lens-based system, as we will show later. 77

Lastly, we have speckle “noise” when the laser is reflected from a rough (even microscopically) 78

surface and interferes with itself, as it will cause the light paths to the sensors to vary in length. 79

Speckle noise results in a granular aspect of the image. If most of the other optical aberration can be 80

corrected or mitigated, speckle noise is unavoidable with monochromatic light [19–21]. 81

The aberrations listed above will combine to complicate the analysis of the image, and 82

will introduce imprecision in the estimation of the true position of the laser in the image. But 83

mitigating these effects requires greater efforts in lens manufacturing, better and more expensive 84

glass recipes [22], apochromatic lens assemblies if one considers using more than one color [23], 85

etc., all of which are inapplicable for inexpensive yet precise range sensors. 86

If lenses are subject to so many ailments, why not dispense with them? For example, Young [24– 87

26], drawing on the works of many other such as Mach [27], shows that, if speckle is still present 88
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(a) The proposed camera obscura. ① cas-
ing. ② Band-pass optical filter. ③ Slit mask.
④ Protective glass. ⑤ Image sensor. Axis
indicate the 𝑥 direction relative to the
schematic.

Reflected from object

1

(b) Diffraction pattern created by incident
monochromatic light.

Figure 3. The proposed camera obscura. In 3a, parts labeled. In 3b, the diffraction pattern.

(as it depends mostly on the surface from which the laser is reflected), a pinhole camera eliminates 89

spherical, coma, and other defocussing aberrations, and that it does not introduce field curvature or 90

other distortions in the image. He also shows that pinhole cameras have a theoretically infinite depth 91

of field, or, at least in practice, much greater than a lens. It can also offer a much wider field of view, 92

in principle up to 180◦—it will, however, be limited by the thickness of the plate and the diameter of 93

the hole1. A pinhole camera is susceptible to chromatic aberration, but in our case, we can safely 94

ignore this problem as monochromatic light will be used. The pinhole camera is also susceptible 95

to astigmatism if the pinhole is not perfectly circular (or if the object is at an angle relative to the 96

optical axis, the aperture will appear as an ellipse), but if mild astigmatism is undesirable, we will 97

show that extreme astigmatism can be favorably exploited. 98

Indeed, in this paper, we will show that replacing almost all the optical components by a single 99

slit in a laser triangulation range sensor circumvents most optical aberrations, nearly eliminates lens 100

flare, and reduces speckle, thus greatly reducing the need for software correction of aberrations. 101

Furthermore, we will make the case that such a sensor is much simpler and is less expensive to 102

manufacture than conventional lens-based sensors, as well as potentially more accurate. 103

2. Hypotheses 104

Since a pinhole camera avoids most optical aberrations, offers potentially both a very wide field 105

of view and an infinite depth of field (or at least, vastly larger than a conventional lens), reduces lens 106

flare and other internal reflections, we suppose it can be used for a laser triangulation sensor and that 107

we can exploit the diffraction patterns to have better algorithms and better estimation of the laser 108

spot position. 109

The proposed camera configuration is shown in the simplified diagram of fig. 3. The triangulation 110

sensor is composed of only four elements. We find an outer casing, shown as ① in the figure, that 111

holds the band-pass filter, ②, the slit mask, ③, and the image sensor, shown with its protective window 112

④ and package ⑤. The actual setup, that will be discussed in the next section, built from readily 113

available hardware, differs very little in its principles. 114

The band-pass optical filter will block all light except for a narrow band of wavelengths 115

corresponding to the laser used. This allows the sensor to operate in essentially monochromatic light. 116

1 For plate thickness 𝑡 and hole diameter 𝑑, the field of view will be 2 tan−1(𝑑∕𝑡), which will be 180◦ only as 𝑡 → 0 or
𝑑 → ∞, with an infinite plane for the sensor; clearly, and infeasible solution. However, pinholes and slits are often beveled
on the interior side (■◤◥■) to widen the view angle.
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Figure 4. Fraunhofer diffraction (normalized intensity).

(a) with a lens. (b) With a slit.
Figure 5. Projection of the laser spot with a lens in (a), and a slit in (b).

In monochromatic light, the light entering the sensor will interfere with itself and create a specific 117

interference pattern: an Airy diffraction pattern, a disk if the aperture is circular [28] or a central 118

bright band with progressively less intense side-bands on each side if the aperture is a slit, as shown 119

in fig. 4 [29, § 8.5]. If the projected laser image takes a pattern of a known or expected form, then we 120

should be able to exploit this knowledge to obtain a better fit on the image and a better estimate for 121

the true center of the spot. 122

As we mentionned earlier, if pinhole cameras are not subject to as many optical aberrations as 123

lens-based cameras, we still have to worry about speckle noise. Speckle noise originates in the surface 124

of the object from which the laser is reflected. The object surface asperities, whether very rough 125

or minute, will give the reflected light different path lengths to the sensor, and therefore different 126

phases, where it will interfere with itself, giving the image a granulated aspect, as shown in fig. 5a. 127

To reduce the effect of speckle, we use a vertical slit (relative to the horizontal axis to the image 128

sensor sensor) rather than a circular aperture. This can be seen as a special case of astigmatism, 129

where in one direction (along the slit) the focal length is very large and along the other (across the 130

slit) the focal length is short. This causes a stretch in the reflected laser image, as shown in fig. 5b. In 131

this way, speckle noise is spread mostly vertically, allowing a better horizontal, line by line, analysis 132

of the image. We also suppose that the projection angle (𝛼 in fig. 1) is moderate so that the projected 133

image, the interference pattern, remains approximately symmetrical [30]. 134

If the general shape of the projected image is known, we can use a better algorithm than a simple 135

centroid to find its center. The models considered are the simplified gaussian function (not to be 136

confused with the gaussian distribution) and the Fraunhofer diffraction formula, an approximation to 137

the Airy diffraction pattern. Once a good estimate of the center of the projected image is obtained, we 138

can translate from pixel space to actual distance. One possible way to do so is to use a geometric model 139

that takes into account the various parameters of the sensor, and translate the projection center 𝑥 to 140

the distance 𝑑, just as shown in fig. 1. Another way would be to place the sensor on a high-precision 141

linear displacement table and to acquire a number of laser point reflections from a target at known 142

positions. These points are to be stored in a look-up table in the sensor, and a new position 𝑥 in pixel 143
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Figure 6. A simple high-precision position table. Useful range: 150 cm. ① step motor, ② worm gear, ③ target
carriage, ④ limit switch. On a metal plate (dashed): ⑤ laser, ⑥ camera with lens or slit.

space can be searched in the table, and the distance 𝑑 interpolated from neighboring known values 144

in the table. This second method seems suboptimal, but it may be preferable as it takes into account 145

any deviation from the ideal device due to manufacturing. 146

Therefore, our main hypothesis is that replacing a lens by a slit improves the accuracy of 147

a laser triangulation sensor. The use of a slit circumvents most of the optical aberrations found 148

in lenses, reduces the influence of speckle noise, and aids image analysis by creating (mostly) 149

symmetrical diffraction patterns. Symmetrical diffraction patterns could be amenable to simpler, or 150

less computationally expensive, image analysis algorithms. As a side-effect, we surmise it will reduce 151

significantly the mechanical complexity and cost of manufacturing of laser triangulation sensors, as 152

well as potentially making them more robust and easier to adjust and calibrate. 153

3. Methods 154

To create a useful data set, we built a precision position table to move with accuracy a target on 155

which to reflect the laser and support the instruments such as the table’s controller, the laser source, 156

and the camera. The table is fully automated under the control of a standard PC and over a serial/USB 157

cable. 158

The precision positioning table is shown in fig. 6. Controlled by a precision step motor capable 159

of 6400 steps by revolution (shown as ① in the figure), a worm gear ②, and a carriage ③ on which 160

we can place different materials. The useful range of the table is 150 cm, starting at the limit switch, 161

shown as ④. Since during acquisition, the carriage was only moved in one direction (away from the 162

camera), there is no kick back as the worm gear only pushed against the carriage. The displacement 163

error, after 60 000 steps, was well under 1 mm, which gives us displacements of 25 µm± 0.017 µm 164

per acquisition. 165

The laser is a Class IIIa 650 nm 5 mW 5 V TTL red laser diode, and is placed over the step 166

motor and in the same orientation as the worm gear, shown as ⑤ in the figure. 167

The camera used, shown as ⑥ in the figure, is a C-Mount Sentech STC-MBS231U3V USB3 168

camera. The camera has a resolution of 1920 × 1200 pixels over a 7.04 mm× 11.3 mm CMOS full- 169

shutter image sensor. The camera uses a Sony IMX249 monochrome image sensor, which produces 170

a gray-tone image and therefore avoids any artifacts that would result from a Bayer color filter sensor. 171

The maximum frame rate for the camera at full resolution is 41.6 fps, but the camera was used in 172

snapshot rather than in movie mode. The camera was placed 30 cm away from the laser and angled 173

so that its optical axis crosses the worm gear. 174

For the images themselves, we produced for each material two sets of images, one using a lens, 175

another using a slit. For the image acquisition with a lens, a Computar 50mm fixed focal length, 176

𝑓 /1.8, C-mount lens was used, with the iris set at 𝑓∕12 to have an image illumination comparable to 177

the slit. For the images acquired with a slit, we used a 25.4 mm diameter slit disk compatible with 178

the C mount 50mm tube, with a 200 µm× 3 mm slit centered slit. 179
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The materials used for the tests were chosen to be representative of textures likely encountered 180

in primary or secondary sector processes or manufacturing. The material chosen were brushed metal; 181

unevenly rusted metal; light-colored, planed but unvarnished, wood; standard white printer paper; 182

black and reflective PVC (black electrical tape); and microfiber fabric. 183

The acquisition strategy was straightforward. For each configuration, we started the carriage 184

at the beginning of the useful range of the sensor, that is, when the laser spot happens to be fully 185

captured. This correspond to 60 cm away from the carriage pushed against the limit switch (④ in 186

fig. 6). The slit field of view is naturally wider than the lens’, but both begin at 60 cm from the limit 187

switch. We then proceeded to acquire 5 independent 1920 × 600 images (with the region of interest 188

centered vertically in the 1920 × 1200 complete image), then moved the carriage forward to the 189

right, relative to fig. 6 by 25 µm. The process was repeated until it reached the end of sensor range, 190

(where the spot stops being visible), 102 cm away from the limit switch, which amounts to 16800 × 5 191

captures. This process was done for each pair of material and lens or slit combination. 192

After all lens, slit, and other aberrations, the image sensor itself is noisy. For the CMOS 193

image sensor, there are two type of noise. The first one is thermal noise that will make each pixel 194

value change randomly. It is usually supposed to be small and independent and identically normally 195

distributed. The second type of noise is the black threshold where pixels report values much higher 196

than zero despite not being exposed. We will consider this black threshold as a shared systematic 197

bias: while individual pixels might be “hotter” than others, we will suppose they all have the same 198

bias. 199

This bias should therefore be removed before proceeding to further image analysis to find the 200

center of the reflected laser spot. The black threshold, 𝑡, can be estimated once at calibration or it can 201

be estimated for each image. To estimate the black threshold for an image, we average all pixels of 202

the image except for the region containing the reflected laser spot. The reflected laser spot position is 203

first estimated coarsely using the centroid, or center of mass of the image. That is, for a 𝑛 ×𝑚 pixel 204

image, the centroid is given by 205

𝑐 =

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1

𝑚
∑

𝑗=1
𝑦𝑖,𝑗(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝑛
∑

𝑖=1

𝑚
∑

𝑗=1
𝑦𝑖,𝑗

, (2)

where 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 is the intensity of the pixel at coordinates (𝑖, 𝑗), understood as a two-dimensional vector. 206

The centroid is then used as the center of a 320 × 600 pixels exclusion region for the lens and a 207

128 × 600 pixels exclusion region for the slit. 208

Once 𝑡 is estimated, we correct the pixel values to compensate for the black threshold without
renormalization, that is,

𝑦′𝑖,𝑗 = max(0, 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑡) .

We are now ready to find the center of the reflected laser spot. We will have two distinct cases 209

to consider, one where the spot is projected by a lens and is approximately circular, as shown in 210

fig. 5a; another where the spot is projected through the slit, as shown in fig. 5b. 211

Ross describes some typical ways of finding the center of a reflected laser spot projected by a 212

lens [31]. We chose a simplified gaussian function, 213

𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑒
−‖𝑟‖2 , (3)

where 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum amplitude at the center, and 𝑟 is a linear transformation applied to the 214

coordinates of the image plane, 215

𝑟 =
[

𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝑥𝑦
𝜎𝑦𝑥 𝜎𝑦𝑦

]−1[𝑥− 𝜇𝑥
𝑦− 𝜇𝑦

]

. (4)

The amplitude 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥, the covariances 𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝑥𝑦, 𝜎𝑦𝑥, 𝜎𝑦𝑦, the means 𝜇𝑥 and 𝜇𝑦 will be estimated 216

using least mean squares regression. The values for 𝜇𝑥 and 𝜇𝑦 will give us the center of the reflected 217

laser spot. 218
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Figure 7. Fraunhofer diffraction (blue) approximated as a gaussian (dashed red).

For the images captured using the slit, we will proceed to a line by line analysis, fitting a 219

one-dimensional gaussian function, 220

𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑒
−(𝑠(𝑥−𝑥0))2 . (5)

where 𝑥0 is the center, 𝑠 contains the wave-number and other scalings, and 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum 221

amplitude. This approximation is quite reasonable, as shown in fig. 7. The side lobes in the Fraunhofer 222

diffraction formula, eq. (6), vanish rapidly and the gaussian function, eq. (3) (or eq. (5)), very closely 223

matches the central peak. 224

We see from fig. 7 that a simplified gaussian is a good approximation to the actual Fraunhofer 225

diffraction formula given by 226

𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 sinc
2(𝑠

(

𝑥− 𝑥0
))

. (6)
The Fraunhofer formula, however, should be much closer to the actual projection being observed 227

and, once fitted, is potentially a much better estimate of the actual center of the reflected laser spot, 228

but using the simplified gaussian of eq. (5) will be less computationally intensive for the sensor’s 229

onboard processor. 230

The final slit center will be estimated as the average of all line by line centers, either estimated 231

by the simplified gaussian or by the Fraunhofer diffraction formula. These averagings yield good 232

estimates of the horizontal position of the reflected laser spot. Indeed, for the images captured using 233

the slit, the projections only move horizontally as the laser and the optical axis are in a same plane 234

parallel to the 𝑥-direction of the image sensor. 235

Once 𝑥 is estimated by either the centroid, the simplified 2D gaussian for images captured with 236

a lens, or by the line-by-line average using simplified gaussian or Fraunhofer’s formula for images 237

captured with the slit, we use eq. (1) to estimate the distance to the sensor. However, eq. (1) contains 238

a number of parameters that must be found. For example, to use eq. (1) using a slit and Fraunhofer’s 239

formula, we use all the images from a data set captured using a slit and estimate all the 𝑥s using 240

Fraunhofer’s formula, then use these 𝑥s and their corresponding known positions to fit the parameters 241

of eq. (1) using a modified least mean squares approach [32]. The errors reported in section 4 are the 242

differences between the positions predicted from eq. (1) and the known positions. 243

4. Results 244

In this section, we will present the results from the experimental setup described in the previous 245

section. We will show that the positions estimated by the fit of the simplified gaussian function on 246

the reflected laser spot projected by a lens are not as precise as the positions estimated by both the 247

fit of the simplified gaussian function and by the fit of the Fraunhofer diffraction formula over the 248

reflected laser spot captured using a slit. 249

First, let us discuss the translation from an estimation of the center 𝑥 to the distance 𝑑, as given 250

by eq. (1). If 𝑑0, 𝑢, 𝑏, and 𝑓 are known with high certainty, the translation is done quite easily. If 251

they are not, or not known with great precision, we can use the data and fit eq. (1) on the data to find 252

the parameters 𝑑0, �̂�, �̂�, and 𝑓 that best fit the observations. Fig. 12a, for example, shows such a fit 253

for the positions obtained from a sensor using a slit. This will allow us to assess the quality of the 254

estimates on the positions of the reflected laser spot, whether through a lens or a slit. 255
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(a) Image cropped around de-
tected reflected laser spot.

(b) Reflected laser spot modeled
as a gaussian.

(c) Reflected laser spot with cen-
ter superimposed.

Figure 8. Analysis of a laser spot through a lens.

(a) Image cropped around de-
tected reflected laser spot.

(b) Reflected laser spot with cen-
ters, line-by-line.

(c) Reflected laser spot with cen-
ter superimposed.

Figure 9. Reflected laser spot through a slit.

Let us now present the results obtained from a sensor using a lens. First, we examine its behavior 256

and properties. In fig. 8a, we observe the cropped reflected laser spot through a lens. We see that it is 257

diffuse, despite being in focus, and that it exhibit conspicuous, but as remarked earlier, unavoidable, 258

speckle noise. We also see that the spot is not perfectly circular but elongated. This is the effect of the 259

laser beam not being perfectly circular interacting with the target material, in this particular example, 260

white printer paper. In fig. 8b, we see the best-fit gaussian obtained from the raw data. From this fit 261

parameters, we obtain the estimation for the center of the spot, shown in fig. 8c as a green cross. 262

In fig. 10a, we see the errors in mm between the estimated positions using a lens and the 263

true position. The position of the reflected laser spot is estimated for each measurement. It is then 264

translated into actual distance using eq. (1) with its parameters estimated on the whole data set. We 265

see that the predicted distances are precise but not very accurate. At both far left and far right, the 266

readings are thrown off by optical aberrations. The variation near the center is caused by lens flares, 267

more visible as the laser spot approaches the center of the image. 268

The process is quite similar when using a slit. In fig. 9a, we see the cropped image of the 269

isolated reflected laser spot. For each line, a gaussian is fitted, as is shown in fig. 11, and the center is 270

estimated for that line. We see all the line-by-line centers found in fig. 9b. These centers are averaged 271

to obtain the final estimate of 𝑥, the horizontal position of the spot, as projected through the slit. The 272

process is similar (but not shown in the figures) for the fit using Fraunhofer’s diffraction formula. 273

Fig. 12a shows the result of the estimation of the different parameters of eq. (1) fitted on all the 274

centers found using all the centers estimated using the slit for white printer paper data set. Fig. 12a 275

show that if the curve does not go through every point—as it could not, since eq. (1) is rather 276

constrained—but that, on average, the errors are very small. Fig. 12b shows the discrepancy between 277

known positions (obtained during the target displacement by the precision position table) and the 278

prediction from eq. (1) with its parameters estimated from the computed centers. Lastly, fig. 10b 279
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Figure 10. Errors on center estimations from both methods. The material measured in this figure is the brushed
metal.
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Figure 11. Gaussian fitted to a single line observation.
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Figure 12. Geometric model, fit, and positions.

Lens Slit With
Gaussian Fit

Slit With
Fraunhofer Fit

Material MAX
µm

MAE
µm

MAX
µm

MAE
µm

MAX
µm

MAE
µm

Brushed Metal 851 182 520 115 527 155
Rusty Metal 860 164 640 158 638 158
Light Wood Plank 651 151 429 72 476 81
Printer Paper 812 144 468 81 437 72
Black Electric Tape 1098 280 735 134 743 134
Microfiber Fabric 677 154 602 118 600 119

Table 1. Compared measurement errors for different materials.

shows that the slit is more accurate and more precise than the lens. It shows that the sensor using a 280

slit is not affected by flares, and so, in average, is closer to the real value than the sensor using the 281

lens. 282

Table 1 compares the maximum error (MAX) and the mean average error (MAE) for the lens, 283

the slit with a gaussian fit, and the slit using Fraunhofer’s diffraction formula, given the material 284

chosen. In all cases, the slit methods are better than the lens, and sometimes significantly so. This 285

also corroborates our interpretation that using a slit leads to results that are both more precise and 286

more accurate than using a lens. This interpretation of the results is also confirmed by the violin 287

plots of fig. 13. Violin plots are an extension of plots where probability densities are superposed to 288

quartiles. From fig. 13, it is apparent that the distributions of errors from the slit (in tan ■ for the 289

gaussian function and in rose ■ the Fraunhofer diffraction formula) are all more compact than the 290

distributions of errors from the lens (in slate ■). We also remark that the error distributions from 291

the lens are multi-modal, while this effect is much less present with the slit methods, as the optical 292

aberrations, being almost eliminated, do not perturb the estimation as much. 293

5. Discussion 294

The results seem to indicate that using a slit in a laser triangulation sensor is a promising avenue. 295

Indeed, fig. 10 shows that a laser triangulation sensor using a slit is less subject to various optical 296

aberrations, in particular lens flare. The results also show that on average, the sensor using a slit is 297

both more precise and more accurate than the sensor using a lens. 298

However, the proposed method is not without flaws. First, it depends on the wavelength of 299

the laser. In our experiments, we chose a Class IIIa 650 nm red laser both out of convenience (as it 300

is readily available) and safety (as it is mostly harmless), but a shorter wavelength laser could be 301
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Figure 13. Violin plots of errors for lens compared to slit. The 𝑥-axis shows the magnitude of errors (dashed
line is zero), the 𝑦-axis is normalized probability.
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used. The spread of the diffraction pattern is strongly linked to the incident wavelength; a shorter 302

wavelength would yield both a more compact diffraction pattern and finer-grained speckle which, if 303

fine enough, could be averaged within pixels by the CMOS sensor itself. Second, we could use a 304

more powerful laser, which would counteract the relative “darkness” of a camera using a slit aperture. 305

For the tests, we had the luxury of higher exposure times to gather enough light to form images 306

clear enough for analysis, but some applications might necessitate a great number of readings per 307

second, and therefore, very short exposure times. Additionally, if greater distances are considered, 308

wavelength and power can be chosen to accommodate the specific application considered [33]. 309

Thirdly, using simplified functions (such as the simplified gaussian or the Fraunhofer diffraction 310

formula) certainly deprives us of a better fit we might obtain from a formula such as the Fresnel 311

diffraction formula. Indeed, better exploiting information in the diffraction pattern could not only 312

give us a better estimation for the position of the maximum, but also give us information about the 313

angle of incidence, as the diffraction pattern is approximately symmetric only for small angles. Better 314

estimation algorithms will be the subject of future work. Lastly, precision is affected by the materials 315

measured. Rough, porous, or irregular specular reflection materials will prove difficult to measure 316

accurately—regardless of the laser spot acquisition method. 317

The simplified hardware required is also quite interesting. In both systems—lens and slit—we 318

find a band-pass optical filter, that conveniently filters out undesired light sources, and an image 319

sensor—typically CMOS. But a slit, even precision-manufactured, is much less expensive, and 320

resource-consuming than a lens, especially that “a lens” is rarely just one piece of glass, more often a 321

rather complicated assembly comprising many lenses, designed to compensate for all kinds of optical 322

aberrations [34,35]. Furthermore, as we showed that the reflected laser spots only travels horizontally 323

in the field of view, we might not need a full sensor and a line-scan sensors (which, despite the name, 324

typically includes more than one rows of pixels) could suffice. Such an image sensor would also 325

reduce the cost and size of the laser triangulation sensor. 326

The image analysis algorithms are also likely to be simpler when we explicitly exploit the shape 327

of the diffraction pattern. In the case of a full two-dimensional gaussian, we either must explicitly 328

and directly estimate the covariance matrix Σ and compute its inverse (as in eq. (4)) using the usual 329

estimation method, Σ = 1
𝑛 (𝑋𝑊𝑋𝑇 − 𝑛𝜇𝜇𝑇 ), with 𝑊 being the weights (pixel intensities), 𝑋 the 330

column-vector matrix of pixel coordinates, and 𝜇 the average coordinate—the centroid—or we use 331

some other regression framework, as, for example, L-BFGS-B that was used for our experiments [36– 332

39]. For a one-dimensional fit, the estimation of center and spread is much simpler and each line 333

could be, at least in principle, processed in parallel. 334

We are now confident that the method can be exploited for laser triangulation sensors. 335

6. Conclusions 336

The starting hypotheses was that using a slit instead of traditional lenses in a laser triangulation 337

sensor could improve the accuracy of the sensors by removing the optical aberrations inherent to 338

lenses and that a slit could be amenable to simpler analysis algorithms, or at least less computationally 339

expensive. We have shown that line-by-line analysis of the diffraction pattern of a reflected laser 340

spot through a slit is not only simpler but gives more accurate results than the image analysis of a 341

reflected laser spot through a lens, and this, for both fit methods (simplified gaussian and Fraunhofer’s 342

diffraction formula) for all considered test materials. 343

Further work is of course considered. Preliminary testing seems to indicate that the gain from 344

using the Fraunhofer diffraction formula to find the center is negligible compared to the simple 345

gaussian approximation, but we intended to explore more complex models of the diffraction pattern, 346

especially to take the asymmetry arising from larger incident angles into account. 347
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